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1 Scenario Overview
Combining Pandion Recorder packet level data capture and Palo Alto Network™ (PAN) deep
packet inspection allows you to detect and limit malicious flows and security events to mitigate
data breaches.

About Palo Alto Networks
(PAN) next-generation
firewalls

PAN provides high performance firewalls that are capable of handling large amounts of traffic.
These firewalls provide advanced deep packet inspection and filters for detecting malicious
flows and security incidents. They offer extension and integration capabilities, in the form of
log-links, which can be easily integrated with Pandion Recorder. PAN firewalls excel at
identifying, logging and dropping malicious flows, however they cannot extract contextual
information at a detailed packet level, after a security incident.

About Napatech Pandion
Recorder

The Pandion Recorder captures all data at a packet level. It can record 40 Gbps in 64 byte
frames, at sustained speeds, and performs nanosecond timestamping of each packet, to
assist with post-incident analysis. Pandion Recorder delivers files and streams in PCAP and
PCAP-NG format, to provide context around a security event. The Pandion Recorder API is
RESTful and can link directly to PAN next-generation firewalls.

About the Credocom
middleware tool

Credocom, https://credocom.dk/, a Napatech Solutions Partner and Palo Alto Networks
Diamond partner, has created a middleware tool that integrates with Pandion Recorder and
PAN firewalls. The tool automates collection of digital assets that are identified as potential
exfiltration events. In this application note, the Credocom middleware is discussed as part of
the integration.

The scenario To avoid the huge cost of a data breach, enterprises need to quickly and comprehensively
investigate specific security events and their context to understand the impact to the business,
and to set appropriate escalation levels.

A PAN firewall and Pandion Recorder (PAN + Pandion Recorder) solution is the perfect
combination for both data capture and packet inspection.

The PAN + Pandion Recorder supports both security and operational use cases, for example:

• Security

• Data exfiltration / data extrusion (unauthorized transfer of data)
• Legal audit
• Network forensics
• EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

• Operations

• Snapshots that can be used for post-event analysis
• Application performance metrics

This application note explains how the PAN firewall log-link feature can help you to identify
and fetch packet data and fetch from the Pandion Recorder, and how to use the retrieved
data to recreate the exact file downloaded by a given user, based on a security log event in
the firewall.

The scenario demonstrates how the products can be combined to identify and verify different
types of events. It is an example and can be adapted to your own circumstances and setup.
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2 Scenario Setup
There are a number of components in this scenario. It is assumed that you are familiar with
the specified components, and have a working setup.

Requirements • Palo Alto Network Firewall running PAN OS
• Napatech Pandion Recorder (version 2.3.0)
• Network switch with SPAN (mirroring) capabilities. Alternatively, you can use a network

TAP to feed traffic into the Pandion Recorder

Optionally, you can use the Decryption Port feature in the PAN firewall to supply an SSL mirror
decryption channel into the Pandion Recorder. This allows the recorder to capture data for
later retrieval and analysis.

The following diagram shows the PAN firewall and the Pandion Recorder, with a network
switch, and SSL mirroring into the Pandion Recorder:
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3 Integrating PAN + Pandion Recorder
Use this information to retrieve the UUID of the Pandion Recorder, access the log-link, and
download the PCAP file.

Prerequisite Ensure the Pandion Recorder and PAN OS are up and running. Ensure you understand the
PAN firewall log-link feature. For more information, see PAN Firewall Log-Links on page 10.

ActionStep

Retrieve the UUID of the Pandion Recorder that you want to link to.
You can do this in either of these ways:
Substeps:
a. Log on to the Pandion Recorder.

Copy the UUID from the browser URL. In the example, the UUID is
00112233-4455-6677-8899-aabbccddeeff:

https://your_Pandion_address/#/dashboard/00112233-4455-6677-8899-aabbccddeeff

b. Use the Pandion Recorder API command to return the UUID:

https://<pandion>/1/self

1

From a PAN OS command line, use this format to create a log-link:

set deviceconfig system log-link <name_of_log_link>
<URL_of_log_link>

where <name_of_log_link> is the log-link you want to enable, and
<URL_of_log_link> is the URL that is constructed from that log-link.

Note:  To include log information in the URL, use a reference like {src} for the
source IP address.

For example, if the UUID is 00112233-4455-6677-8899-aabbccddeeff, this
is the log-link command:

set deviceconfig system log-link Pandion-pcap
https://your_Pandion_address/#/search/
00112233-4455-6677-8899-aabbccddeeff?
sip={src}&dip={dst}&sport={sport}&dport={dport}&proto={proto}

See PAN Firewall Log-Links on page 10 for more details on the log-link parameters.

2
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ActionStep

In the PAN OS, open a log event and navigate to the Log Links section. Click a
link.
The Log Links section contains links to the raw PCAP files.

The log-link populates the Pandion Recorder search tab with the 5-tuple information
that matches the PAN firewall log entry. You can then adjust the time or simply
download the PCAP or PCAP-NG stream.

When you click the link, the Pandion Recorder user interface is launched, with a
pre-populated search. You can then download the PCAP file:

3

Click the downloaded PCAP file in a tool such as Wireshark, and export (File >
Export Objects > HTTP):

4
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ActionStep

Open the downloaded file.
In this case, the file is a PDF
(Palo-Alto-Networks-7000-Series-Datasheet.pdf), and can be viewed
in any PDF reader.

5

This chapter contains the following sections:

• PAN Firewall Log-Links on page 10
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3.1 PAN Firewall Log-Links
In PAN OS, log-links provide hyperlinks from log data to external systems.

Log-link construction Log-links are displayed in the PAN OS log viewer, at the bottom of the log detail page. When
you click a log-link, the constructed URL opens in a new browser window.

You can dynamically construct PAN OS log-link URLs using information from the log data.
For example, using the following parameters:

ValueParameter Name

Source IP addresssrc

Destination IP addressdst

Source portsport

Destination portdport

Protocolproto

Receive time (year)recvtime_YYYY

Receive time (month)recvtime_MM

Receive time (day)recvtime_DD

Receive time (hour)recvtime_hh

Receive time (minute)recvtime_mm

Receive time (second)recvtime_ss

Pandion Recorder Search
pre-population

The log-link populates information in the Pandion Recorder Search tab. The following
parameters are available:

ValueParameter Name

<ip address>sip

<ip address>dip

<port number>sport

<port number>dport

<protocol>13proto

<protocol>14proto

<URL encoded NTQL>ntql_query

<URL encoded BPF>bpf_query

<URL encoded time>from_time

<URL encoded time>to_time

pcap|pcapngstreamformat

true|falseauto_download

true|falsequeue_on_busy

0 to 99queue_priority

true|falseauto_submit
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4 Middleware Tool Example
Credocom developed a middleware tool to automate the extraction of files from HTTP streams
using known PAN filters.

Setting PAN filters A filter can be set to monitor a specific group of machines or to search for a keyword, for
example, confidential or restricted. When the PAN firewall detects a match, it logs the event
in the PAN OS. The Credocom middleware polls for similar events and when it finds events,
it requests the corresponding PCAP information from the Pandion Recorder, using the RESTful
Pandion Recorder API. The PCAP information is then passed to a tool (for example, Foremost)
to obtain the files that are embedded in the HTTP stream.

The process of extracting files from PCAP dumps is simplified by using the middleware tool.
The tool runs on IIS and presents a simple web view to the end-user, including filename
information and the option to download files.

Applying PAN firewall filters to outbound traffic enables any enterprise to quickly and efficiently
investigate data exfiltration events.

The original architecture is supplemented with the middleware tool. In the diagram, the tool
is connected to the switch, but can sit anywhere on the network, as long as it has access to
the PC, PAN firewall and Pandion Recorder.
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The web interface for the middleware tool is as follows:

Using the middleware tool removes the need to export and open the file using Wireshark. If
you click the file in PAN OS, this is an example of what is displayed:
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5 Summary
In this scenario, we have demonstrated how integrating Palo Alto Networks firewalls with
Napatech Pandion Recorder quickly highlights and identify digital assets flagged by the
firewall. The Credocom middleware tool further automated this process.

Using PAN firewalls with
Pandion Recorder

PAN firewalls excel at identifying, logging and dropping malicious flows. Pandion Recorder
complements this capability by adding a 40 Gbps-capable PCAP recorder to the PAN firewall,
providing context through a large repository that contains all network traffic, timestamped
with nanosecond precision. The Pandion Recorder API is RESTful and can link directly to PAN
next-generation firewalls.

Pandion Recorder provides a powerful tool for forensics, security and troubleshooting. It
highlights events for post-incident analysis and can be used alone or as an integrated
component of a PAN + Pandion Recorder solution.

Many additional scenarios exist where PAN firewall filters can be configured to detect traffic
patterns, and in combination with the large Pandion Recorder PCAP repository, network
security staff and network operators can see a fine-grained view of data for event classification.

For more information, see Napatech Pandion and the Napatech Documentation Portal.
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Back Matter

The back matter contains these sections:
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